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New York Times bestselling author Jessica Day George re-imagines the classic fairy-tale, The Twelve Dancing
Princesses, in this start to an enchanting YA fantasy series. Rose is one of twelve princesses--sisters condemned to
dance every night in the palace of the King Under Stone. Galen is a young soldier returning from war. Together they will
search for a way to break the curse that forces the princesses to attend the endless midnight balls. All they need is an
invisibility cloak, a black wool chain knit with silver needles, and that most critical fairy tale ingredient--true love. Don't
miss these other stories from New York Times bestselling author Jessica Day George: The Twelve Dancing Princesses
series Princess of the Midnight Ball Princess of Glass Princess of the Silver Woods Sun and Moon, Ice and Snow Silver
in the Blood The Rose Legacy series The Rose Legacy Tuesdays at the Castle series Tuesdays at the Castle
Wednesdays in the Tower Thursdays with the Crown Fridays with the Wizards Saturdays at Sea Dragon Slippers series
Dragon Slippers Dragon Flight Dragon Spear
Eleven-year-old Alanna, who aspires to be a knight even though she is a girl, disguises herself as a boy to become a
royal page, learning many hard lessons along her path to high adventure.
New York Times bestselling author Kevin J. Anderson triumphantly returns to epic fantasy with the Wake the Dragon
series. Spine of the Dragon is a politically charged adventure of swords, sorcery, vengeance, and the rise of sleeping
giants. Two continents at war, the Three Kingdoms and Ishara, are divided by past bloodshed. When an outside threat
arises—the reawakening of a powerful ancient race that wants to remake the world—the two warring nations must
somehow set aside generational hatreds and form an alliance to fight their true enemy. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
"You must go to the dragon. You must leave tonight." Before she even hears the words, Kaeldra already knows what she
must do. She must search out the mother dragon whose draclings have just hatched and somehow get some of her
precious milk. It's the only way to save her foster-sister's life. Kaeldra would rather not go. It's much too terriffying, much
too dangerous. But Kaeldra knows that she's the only one who can do it. For she is the only one who can actually
communicate with dragons. But little does Kaeldra know what she's getting into. She's about to begin a journey that will
entwine her fate with that of three little draclings and one would-be dragonslayer. A journey the will become a struggle for
life.
Crusty dragon Miss Drake's new pet human, precocious ten-year-old Winnie, not only thinks Miss Drake is her pet, she
accidentally brings to life her "sketchlings" of mysterious and fantastic creatures hidden in San Francisco, causing
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mayhem among its residents.
Jessica Day George's magical bestselling series comes to a rousing conclusion as Celie and her family set sea on a
grand ship made in the likeness of their beloved Castle!
A mage's apprentice, a princess, and a dragon combine their strength and magic to bring down a traitor and restore
peace to the kingdom of Trelian.
In this third chapter book about Warren and his alter-ego Dragon, an important lesson is learned in generosity . . . and
exploding volcanoes! Warren has been invited to a birthday party by one of his new classmates, so it's birthday present
shopping time! And the first toy he spots, a Deluxe Volcano Building Set Supreme is perfect . . . for himself. It's too much
money, his mother tells him, choosing another gift for his classmate. But Warren can't stop thinking about exploding
volcanoes, and soon he and Dragon are thinking up ways to make money and buy the volcano set for themselves. A
bake sale? A magic show? A car wash? All great ideas...that is until Warren's sister misinterprets their personal
fundraising for charity fundraising and decides that everything they earn should go to the local children's hospital. Does
this mean that Warren and Dragon will have to give away all the money they make? Goodbye Deluxe Volcano Building
Set Supreme!
Young seamstress Creel finds herself strategizing with the dragon king Shardas once again when a renegade dragon in
a distant country launches a war against their country, bringing an entire army of dragons into the mix. By the author of
Dragon Slippers. Reprint.
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver
Sacks, MD, author of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your
brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the new brain science explains all of this and more An astonishing new
science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and proving
that it is, in fact, possible to change your brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to meet both
the brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity, its healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve
transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman
born with half a brain that rewired itself to work as a whole, blind people who learn to see, learning disorders cured, IQs
raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with cerebral palsy learning to move with
more grace, depression and anxiety disorders successfully treated, and lifelong character traits changed. Using these
marvelous stories to probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and education, Dr. Doidge has written an
immensely moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the way we look at our brains, human nature, and human
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potential.
Nancy's friend Maggie gets a star role in the dance Sleeping beauty. Someone is intent on ending Maggie's career. Will
Nancy be able to solve the case?
When Petunia, youngest of the dancing princesses, is ambushed by bandits in wolf masks on her way to visit an elderly
neighbor, the line between enemies and friends becomes blurred as she and her sisters get a chance to end their
family's curse once and for all.
Continuing the New York Times bestselling series, Jessica Day George brings readers on another magical adventure in
Castle Glower.
There are many reasons why British summers are either non-existent or, alternatively, held on a Thursday. Many of these
reasons are either scientific, mad, or both-but all of them are wrong, especially the scientific ones. The real reason why it
rains perpetually from January 1st to December 31st is, of course, irritable Chinese Water Dragons. Karen is one such
legendary creature. Ancient, noble, nearly indestructible and, for a number of wildly improbable reasons, working as a
real estate agent, Karen is irritable quite a lot of the time. But now things have changed, and Karen's no longer irritable.
She's furious.
NEBULA AWARD WINNER • HUGO AWARD FINALIST • “If you want a fantasy with strong characters and brilliantly
original variations on ancient stories, try Uprooted!”—Rick Riordan “Breathtaking . . . a tale that is both elegantly grand
and earthily humble, familiar as a Grimm fairy tale yet fresh, original, and totally irresistible.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review) NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR • BuzzFeed • Tordotcom • BookPage • Library
Journal • Publishers Weekly Agnieszka loves her valley home, her quiet village, the forests and the bright shining river.
But the corrupted Wood stands on the border, full of malevolent power, and its shadow lies over her life. Her people rely
on the cold, driven wizard known only as the Dragon to keep its powers at bay. But he demands a terrible price for his
help: one young woman handed over to serve him for ten years, a fate almost as terrible as falling to the Wood. The next
choosing is fast approaching, and Agnieszka is afraid. She knows—everyone knows—that the Dragon will take Kasia:
beautiful, graceful, brave Kasia, all the things Agnieszka isn’t, and her dearest friend in the world. And there is no way to
save her. But Agnieszka fears the wrong things. For when the Dragon comes, it is not Kasia he will choose. Praise for
Uprooted “Uprooted has leapt forward to claim the title of Best Book I’ve Read Yet This Year. . . . Moving,
heartbreaking, and thoroughly satisfying, Uprooted is the fantasy novel I feel I’ve been waiting a lifetime for. Clear your
schedule before picking it up, because you won’t want to put it down.”—NPR
Dragonskin SlippersA&C Black
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Freddy is a stubborn little dragon that refuses to wear his green shoes because his friends make fun of him. Every time someone
asks him to wear it, he says, "No." Follow Freddy's journey, from his lack of confidence to stand up for his choices, throughout the
realization that all the colors are pretty and should be celebrated....
A girl travels east of the sun and west of the moon to free her beloved prince from a magic spell.
This sweeping, emotionally-resonant fantasy from beloved author Jessica Day George is perfect for fans of Princess Academy and
Black Beauty. When orphaned Anthea Cross-Thornley receives a letter from a long-lost uncle, she wonders if she will finally find a
true home. But she is shocked to learn that her uncle secretly breeds horses--animals that have been forbidden in her kingdom for
centuries. More alarming is Anthea's strange ability to sense the horses' thoughts and feelings, an ancient gift called The Way.
Confused and terrified, Anthea is desperate to leave, but when her family and kingdom are put at risk, can she embrace The Way
and the exciting future it might bring her? A Mighty Girl Best Book of the Year
With nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple series is H-O-T, hot. The SECRET is out -- DROON is the series that kids,
parents, and teachers are talking about! There's no place like home! Eric and his friends have finally restored the Rainbow Stairs,
but that was the easy part. Now Gethwing is loose in the Upper World, and the Moon Dragon is causing big trouble. Eric, Julie,
and Neal have to protect their town, but they're up against mysterious creatures, strangely-behaving parents, and powerful magic.
Can the kids stop Gethwing before he destroys the Upper World -- for good?
Orphaned after a fever epidemic, Creel befriends a dragon and unknowingly inherits an object that can either save or destroy her
kingdom.
Bored with traditional palace life, Princess Cimorene travels to the Mountains of Morning where she is befriended by a group of
powerful dragons and joins in their struggle to protect their kingdom from being taken over by disreputable wizards.
A rich, funny and irresistible new story full of dragons, humour and romance, by the author of Dragonskin Slippers
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
Creel's adventures continue when she, her brother, and her betrothed travel across the seas to visit their dragon friends and become involved
in a battle against an alien group of dragons that has kidnapped Queen Velika, endangering her and her expected litter of hatchlings.
"more forgetting time. more midnight dances with yourself." amanda lovelace, the bestselling & award-winning author of the “women are
some kind of magic” poetry series, presents a new companion series, “you are your own fairy tale” the first installment, break your glass
slippers, is about overcoming those who don’t see your worth, even if that person is sometimes yourself. in the epic tale of your life, you are
the most important character while everyone is but a forgotten footnote. even the prince.
The dragons are back and they're bigger and badder than ever before in this brilliant sequel to Dragonskin Slippers
Thursday brings even more adventure in the third book of this delightful New York Times bestselling series from Jessica Day George. Castle
Glower has been acting weird, so it's no surprise when two towers transport Celie and her siblings to an unknown land. When they realize
that no one from home is coming to get them, the kids--along with Celie's pet griffin Rufus--set out through the forest to figure out where they
are and what's happened to their beloved Castle. Instead, they discover two wizards and an entire lost people, the oldest inhabitants of
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Castle Glower. And it seems they may know more of the Castle's secrets than Celie. But do they know how to get her back home? Don't miss
these other stories from New York Times bestselling author Jessica Day George: The Rose Legacy series The Rose Legacy Tuesdays at the
Castle series Tuesdays at the Castle Wednesdays in the Tower Thursdays with the Crown Fridays with the Wizards Saturdays at Sea
Dragon Slippers series Dragon Slippers Dragon Flight Dragon Spear The Twelve Dancing Princesses series Princess of the Midnight Ball
Princess of Glass Princess of the Silver Woods Sun and Moon, Ice and Snow Silver in the Blood
Enter E.D. Baker's magical world in this first book of the Tales of the Frog Princess series.
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Wings of Fire series, Tui T. Sutherland, and her sister, Kari Sutherland, comes the
Menagerie series, perfect for fans of Brandon Mull’s Fablehaven series and The Spiderwick Chronicles. In the small town of Xanadu,
Wyoming lies the Menagerie, a top secret facility filled with unicorns, dragons, phoenixes, and other fairy tale creatures. At least, it was a
secret—until six griffin cubs escaped. If Logan and Zoe don’t get the cubs back fast, the entire Menagerie will be shut down. The race is on
and the resulting adventure is only the beginning of a thrilling series that will leave readers wanting a magical menagerie of their very own.
The enchanting second book in New York Times bestselling author Jessica Day George's Twelve Dancing Princesses series is a Cinderella
retelling that will sweep you off your feet! Hoping to escape the troubles in her kingdom, Princess Poppy reluctantly agrees to take part in a
royal exchange program, where young princes and princesses travel to each other's countries in the name of better political alliances--and
potential marriages. It's got the makings of a fairy tale--until a hapless servant named Eleanor is tricked by a vengeful fairy godmother into
competing with Poppy for the eligible prince. Ballgowns, cinders, and enchanted glass slippers fly in this romantic and action-packed happilyever-after quest from an author with a flair for embroidering tales in her own delightful way. Don't miss these other stories from New York
Times bestselling author Jessica Day George: The Twelve Dancing Princesses series Princess of the Midnight Ball Princess of Glass
Princess of the Silver Woods Sun and Moon, Ice and Snow Silver in the Blood The Rose Legacy series The Rose Legacy Tuesdays at the
Castle series Tuesdays at the Castle Wednesdays in the Tower Thursdays with the Crown Fridays with the Wizards Saturdays at Sea
Dragon Slippers series Dragon Slippers Dragon Flight Dragon Spear
Fifteen-year-old Creel is floored when her aunt suggests they sacrifice her to a dragon to attract the attention of a marriageable knight. But
when the dragon appears, Creel bargains for her life - and ends up with an unusual pair of blue slippers. It’s not until the slippers are stolen
by a princess that Creel learns a terrible truth: the slippers are made from the hide of a dragon queen, and enable the wearer to control all the
dragons in the land. Now under the command of the princess, who is eager to start a war, the dragons begin to attack the city. Creel must join
forces with the king’s son and others to break the slippers’ hold before the princess and the dragons destroy the city - or before the king’s
archers kill the dragons - whichever comes first.

Nevermoor meets Keeper of the Lost Cities in the second wondrous adventure in the Unmapped Chronicles fantasy series from
bestselling author Abi Elphinstone. Eleven-year-old twins Fox and Fibber have been rivals for as long as they can remember. Only
one of them will inherit the family fortune, and so a race is afoot to save the dwindling Petty-Squabble empire and win the love of
their parents. But when the twins are whisked off to Jungledrop, a magical Unmapped Kingdom in charge of conjuring our world’s
weather, things get wildly out of hand. An evil harpy called Morg is on the loose. And if she finds the long-lost Forever Fern before
the twins, both Jungledrop and their world will crumble. Suddenly, Fox and Fibber find themselves on an incredible adventure in a
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glow-in-the-dark rainforest full of golden panthers, gobblequick trees, and enchanted temples. But with the fate of two worlds in
their hands, will the twins be able to work together for once to defeat Morg and her dark magic?
New York Times bestselling author Jessica Day George brings dark secrets to life in a lush historical fantasy perfect for fans of
Libba Bray and Cassandra Clare.
The breath-taking conclusion to bestselling author Jessica Day George's heartfelt fantasy series about a girl using her ability to
communicate with horses to save the future of her kingdom. Anthea and her friends are on a mission. Anthea's mother has
kidnapped a Coronami princess, the herd stallion, and half a dozen more horses--enough to start her own herd. Suspecting that
she is making a deal with the antagonistic emperor of the neighboring land, Kronenhof, Anthea and her friends race there to meet
with the emperor and try to find Princess Margaret and the horses. But they don't have much time before Coronam declares war
against Kronenhof, which would leave Anthea and her companions trapped in a hostile country. Will they be able to outmaneuver
Anthea's mother, who has always been one step ahead of them? And what should they do about the rumors of wild horses in
Kronenhof's forests? The Rose Legacy series comes to an thrilling conclusion as bestselling author Jessica Day George delights
readers--especially horse lovers--once again.
A magical moving castle sky-high with secrets! Everyone knows Castle Glower only really comes to life on a Tuesday. So when
Princess Celie spies a new turret on a Wednesday, she is certain something isn't right. Inside the tower is hidden a giant egg, and
it seems the castle wants Celie to look after it! Caring for this extraordinary new pet is going to be very tricky, especially once Celie
and her siblings realise what else the Castle is hiding . . . This New York Times bestseller and egg-citing sequel to the enchanting
adventure Tuesdays at the Castle is out of this world!
A Romantic Retelling of "Rumpelstiltskin" and "Cinderella." Eliana, a humble miller's daughter, never sought the king's attention.
Now her stepmother's thoughtless lie has placed her in danger, for if Eliana cannot spin a roomful of straw into gold by dawn, the
greedy king will order her execution. One glimmer of hope lights this dire situation when a mysterious stranger magically appears
in Eliana's prison cell. A series of bargains might be enough to secure Eliana's freedom. But unfriendly powers observe the doings
of faeries and mortals alike. Can Eliana and her nameless champion surmount the odds piling up against them . . . even the wrath
of mighty King Oberon himself?
Rosalind B. Penfold is an appealing, successful thirty-five-year-old businesswoman running her own company when her parents,
worried that she works too hard, invite her to a country picnic-party one weekend. There she meets widower Brian and is swept off
her feet. Romantic and exuberant, with four loving children, Brian seems like everything a woman could possibly want, and Roz
falls deeply in love. But soon Roz begins to notice troubling signs that Brian is not what he seems. A pattern of lies and petty
cruelties begins to emerge that, over the course of their decade together, comes to encompass a litany of physical, mental, and
sexual abuse appalling in its scope and malevolence. Often too traumatized and ashamed to admit the true extent of what she is
experiencing, Roz instead pours her anguish into a series of graphic diaries that provide a touching, profoundly shocking, and
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completely original portrait of domestic abuse. An extraordinary visual testimony, Dragonslippers presents the many warning signs
of abuse and offers a frank examination of the psychology of both abusers and victims. Above all, this is the story of a woman who
fights for and finds the strength to break free.
Nancy, Bess, and George’s Jiu-Jitsu lessons turn into a takedown of another sort in the twenty-first book in the Nancy Drew
Diaries, a fresh approach to a classic series. After a close call, Mr. Drew insists that if Nancy’s going to be an amateur detective,
she needs to be able to defend herself. So Nancy, Bess, and George decide to check out a Jiu-Jitsu class at Iron Dragon MMA.
The technique is hard, but before she knows it, Nancy’s having a lot of fun. And then, just as class ends, the students are shaken
by a disturbing sight—someone’s left a dead rat on the front desk and spray-painted “traitor” on the wall. With a big competition
coming up soon, is a rival academy trying to stir up trouble to throw the Iron Dragon team off their game? Nancy agrees to help the
team get to the truth, but as her investigation takes some unexpected and increasingly dangerous turns, has River Heights’s finest
sleuth been outmatched?
A magical castle with a life of its own.and a plucky princess who will defend it at all cost
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